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Dear Sir/Madam,
I have attempted to navigate your site in order to write an appeal to Ministers considering
No Jab No Pay Legislation.
Would you forward my comments and opinions to the relevant site please.
I have written previously about my allergic child whose chemical sensitivities
UNDIAGNOSED IN INFANCY would have exposed him to a dangerous impact from
intravenous introduction of chemical poisons. I resisted vaccination as I observed
symptoms of immune over response in my child almost from birth. I will be forever
grateful for having resisted. Vaccination may have led to seizure, anaphylaxis, brain
damage or death. At eight he is still being rehabilitated from early exposures to stressors.
My child is not as unusual as he would have been in previous generations. He has
numerous peers with extreme responses to ‘common’ substances. There are behavioural
and learning implications for these children also. We associate with families who have
tragic stories about vaccine damage to their own children. One child my son’s age
experienced immediate reaction, seizure and permanent speech impediment and mobility
issues upon vaccination by one over zealous Parent and Practitioner.
The ignorance within the medical Profession about how to respond to and support these
children is widespread. One eventually finds Practitioners who have been obliged through
personal/family experience or investigative determination to support these children. New
Science on the nature of the gut biome seems absent in the knowledge of most medical
graduates. We fail the chemically sensitive children of this generation by being ill informed
and ill equipt to prevent damage and further harm. Much is preventable.
As the Medical Profession and Bureaucrats are yet to embrace scientific research( which
describes the human as a congregation of ten trillion cells of which nine trillion are
bacteria...) Parents experience unnecessary stress, shaming and difficulties in uncovering
practical sources of help which will reduce suffering in their children. The insane emphasis
on pharmaceutical administration of a vaccine regime, ever increasing, must be balanced
by a respect for individual rights to seek help and implement support for their own
children. It is an abuse of human right to record, shame, impoverish or exclude those who
don’t vaccinate for real medical reasons.
I denounce any plan to oblige me to disclose vaccine history.
My faith in the integrity of intention behind mass vaccination and obligatory recording
would only be restored if a reasonable and open debate on the subject was evidenced.
Intravenous injection of formaldehyde, mercury or aluminium derivatives, preservatives,
genetically altered material, will one day be viewed as it is, a primitive and gross effort to
generate herd immunity which in itself is questionable. Infants should never be exposed
to these toxins. The industry that develops them needs far more scrutiny.
Sincerely,
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Anna Harpley
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